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Text Mining with MATLAB® 2021-10-21

text mining with matlab provides a comprehensive introduction to text mining using matlab it is designed to help text mining practitioners
as well as those with little to no experience with text mining in general familiarize themselves with matlab and its complex applications
the book is structured in three main parts the first part fundamentals introduces basic procedures and methods for manipulating and
operating with text within the matlab programming environment the second part of the book mathematical models is devoted to
motivating introducing and explaining the two main paradigms of mathematical models most commonly used for representing text data
the statistical and the geometrical approach eventually the third part of the book techniques and applications addresses general
problems in text mining and natural language processing applications such as document categorization document search content
analysis summarization question answering and conversational systems this second edition includes updates in line with the recently
released text analytics toolbox within the matlab product and introduces three new chapters and six new sections in existing ones all
descriptions presented are supported with practical examples that are fully reproducible further reading as well as additional exercises
and projects are proposed at the end of each chapter for those readers interested in conducting further experimentation

Exploratory Data Analysis with MATLAB 2017-08-07

praise for the second edition the authors present an intuitive and easy to read book accompanied by many examples proposed exercises
good references and comprehensive appendices that initiate the reader unfamiliar with matlab adolfo alvarez pinto international
statistical review practitioners of eda who use matlab will want a copy of this book the authors have done a great service by bringing
together so many eda routines but their main accomplishment in this dynamic text is providing the understanding and tools to do eda
david a huckaby maa reviews exploratory data analysis eda is an important part of the data analysis process the methods presented in
this text are ones that should be in the toolkit of every data scientist as computational sophistication has increased and data sets
have grown in size and complexity eda has become an even more important process for visualizing and summarizing data before making
assumptions to generate hypotheses and models exploratory data analysis with matlab third edition presents eda methods from a
computational perspective and uses numerous examples and applications to show how the methods are used in practice the authors use
matlab code pseudo code and algorithm descriptions to illustrate the concepts the matlab code for examples data sets and the eda
toolbox are available for download on the book s website new to the third edition random projections and estimating local intrinsic
dimensionality deep learning autoencoders and stochastic neighbor embedding minimum spanning tree and additional cluster validity indices
kernel density estimation plots for visualizing data distributions such as beanplots and violin plots a chapter on visualizing
categorical data

Digital Spectral Analysis MATLAB® Software User Guide 2019-06-12

this user guide serves as a companion to digital spectral analysis second edition dover publications 2019 illustrating all the text s
techniques and algorithms plus time versus frequency analysis the spectral demonstrations use matlab software that encompasses the
full experience from inputting signal sources interactively setting technique parameters and processing with those parameters and
choosing from a variety of plotting techniques to display the results the processing functions and scripts have been coded to
automatically handle sample data that is either real valued or complex valued permitting the user to simply modify the demonstration
scripts to input their own data for analysis four integrated software categories support the demonstrations these are the main
matlab spectral demonstration scripts supporting matlab plotting scripts matlab processing functions listed in this guide and signal
sample data sources scripts and demonstration data files can be found on the dover website for free downloading see the introduction
for details

Applied Biomedical Engineering Using Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Models
2021-11-30

applied biomedical engineering using artificial intelligence and cognitive models focuses on the relationship between three different
multidisciplinary branches of engineering biomedical engineering cognitive science and computer science through artificial intelligence
models these models will be used to study how the nervous system and musculoskeletal system obey movement orders from the brain as
well as the mental processes of the information during cognition when injuries and neurologic diseases are present in the human body the
interaction between these three areas are studied in this book with the objective of obtaining ai models on injuries and neurologic diseases
of the human body studying diseases of the brain spine and the nerves that connect them with the musculoskeletal system there are more
than 600 diseases of the nervous system including brain tumors epilepsy parkinson s disease stroke and many others these diseases affect
the human cognitive system that sends orders from the central nervous system cns through the peripheral nervous systems pns to do
tasks using the musculoskeletal system these actions can be detected by many bioinstruments biomedical instruments and cognitive device
data allowing us to apply ai using machine learning deep learning cognitive computing models through algorithms to analyze detect
classify and forecast the process of various illnesses diseases and injuries of the human body applied biomedical engineering using
artificial intelligence and cognitive models provides readers with the study of injuries illness and neurological diseases of the human
body through artificial intelligence using machine learning ml deep learning dl and cognitive computing cc models based on algorithms
developed with matlab and ibm watson provides an introduction to cognitive science cognitive computing and human cognitive relation
to help in the solution of ai biomedical engineering problems explain different artificial intelligence ai including evolutionary algorithms
to emulate natural evolution reinforced learning artificial neural network ann type and cognitive learning and to obtain many ai models
for biomedical engineering problems includes coverage of the evolution artificial intelligence through machine learning ml deep learning dl
cognitive computing cc using matlab as a programming language with many add on matlab toolboxes and ai based commercial products
cloud services as ibm cognitive computing ibm watson ibm watson studio ibm watson studio visual recognition and others provides the
necessary tools to accelerate obtaining results for the analysis of injuries illness and neurologic diseases that can be detected
through the static kinetics and kinematics and natural body language data and medical imaging techniques applying ai using ml dl cc
algorithms with the objective of obtaining appropriate conclusions to create solutions that improve the quality of life of patients
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Machine and Deep Learning Using MATLAB 2023-10-12

machine and deep learning in depth resource covering machine and deep learning methods using matlab tools and algorithms providing
insights and algorithmic decision making processes machine and deep learning using matlab introduces early career professionals to the
power of matlab to explore machine and deep learning applications by explaining the relevant matlab tool or app and how it is used for
a given method or a collection of methods its properties in terms of input and output arguments are explained the limitations or
applicability is indicated via an accompanied text or a table and a complete running example is shown with all needed matlab command
prompt code the text also presents the results in the form of figures or tables in parallel with the given matlab code and the matlab
written code can be later used as a template for trying to solve new cases or datasets throughout the text features worked examples
in each chapter for self study with an accompanying website providing solutions and coding samples highlighted notes draw the
attention of the user to critical points or issues readers will also find information on numeric data acquisition and analysis in the form
of applying computational algorithms to predict the numeric data patterns clustering or unsupervised learning relationships between
predictors and response variable supervised categorically sub divided into classification discrete response and regression continuous
response image acquisition and analysis in the form of applying one of neural networks and estimating net accuracy net loss and or rmse
for the successive training validation and testing steps retraining and creation for image labeling object identification regression
classification and text recognition machine and deep learning using matlab is a useful and highly comprehensive resource on the subject
for professionals advanced students and researchers who have some familiarity with matlab and are situated in engineering and scientific
fields who wish to gain mastery over the software and its numerous applications

TEXT PROCESSING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS USING MACHINE LEARNING AND DEEP
LEARNING WITH PYTHON GUI 2023-06-26

in this book we explored a code implementation for sentiment analysis using machine learning models including xgboost lightgbm and lstm
the code aimed to build train and evaluate these models on twitter data to classify sentiments throughout the project we gained
insights into the key steps involved and observed the findings and functionalities of the code sentiment analysis is a vital task in natural
language processing and the code was to give a comprehensive approach to tackle it the implementation began by checking if pre trained
models for xgboost and lightgbm existed if available the models were loaded otherwise new models were built and trained this approach
allowed for reusability of trained models saving time and effort in subsequent runs similarly the code checked if preprocessed data for
lstm existed if not it performed tokenization and padding on the text data splitting it into train test and validation sets the
preprocessed data was saved for future use the code also provided a function to build and train the lstm model it defined the model
architecture using the keras sequential api incorporating layers like embedding convolutional max pooling bidirectional lstm dropout
and dense output the model was compiled with appropriate loss and optimization functions training was carried out with early stopping
implemented to prevent overfitting after training the model summary was printed and both the model and training history were saved for
future reference the train lstm function ensured that the lstm model was ready for prediction by checking the existence of preprocessed
data and trained models if necessary it performed the required preprocessing and model building steps the pred lstm function was
responsible for loading the lstm model and generating predictions for the test data the function returned the predicted sentiment labels
allowing for further analysis and evaluation to facilitate user interaction the code included a functionality to choose the lstm model
for prediction the choose prediction lstm function was triggered when the user selected the lstm option from a dropdown menu it called
the pred lstm function performed evaluation tasks and visualized the results confusion matrices and true vs predicted value plots were
generated to assess the model s performance additionally the loss and accuracy history from training were plotted providing insights
into the model s learning process in conclusion this project provided a comprehensive overview of sentiment analysis using machine
learning models the code implementation showcased the steps involved in building training and evaluating models like xgboost lightgbm
and lstm it emphasized the importance of data preprocessing model building and evaluation in sentiment analysis tasks the code also
demonstrated functionalities for reusing pre trained models and saving preprocessed data enhancing efficiency and ease of use through
visualization techniques such as confusion matrices and accuracy loss curves the code enabled a better understanding of the model s
performance and learning dynamics overall this project highlighted the practical aspects of sentiment analysis and illustrated how
different machine learning models can be employed to tackle this task effectively

Research Anthology on Implementing Sentiment Analysis Across Multiple Disciplines
2022-06-10

the rise of internet and social media usage in the past couple of decades has presented a very useful tool for many different industries
and fields to utilize with much of the world s population writing their opinions on various products and services in public online forums
industries can collect this data through various computational tools and methods these tools and methods however are still being
perfected in both collection and implementation sentiment analysis can be used for many different industries and for many different
purposes which could better business performance and even society the research anthology on implementing sentiment analysis across
multiple disciplines discusses the tools methodologies applications and implementation of sentiment analysis across various disciplines
and industries such as the pharmaceutical industry government and the tourism industry it further presents emerging technologies and
developments within the field of sentiment analysis and opinion mining covering topics such as electronic word of mouth ewom public
security and user similarity this major reference work is a comprehensive resource for computer scientists it professionals ai scientists
business leaders and managers marketers advertising agencies public administrators government officials university administrators
libraries students and faculty of higher education researchers and academicians

Numerical Analysis Using MATLAB and Spreadsheets 2004

annotation this text provides complete clear and detailed explanations of the principal numerical analysis methods and well known
functions used in science and engineering these are illustrated with many practical examples with this text the reader learns numerical
analysis with many real world applications matlab and spreadsheets simultaneously this text includes the following chapters
introduction to matlab root approximations sinusoids and complex numbers matrices and determinants review of differential equations
fourier taylor and maclaurin series finite differences and interpolation linear and parabolic regression solution of differential equations
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by numerical methods integration by numerical methods difference equations partial fraction expansion the gamma and beta functions
orthogonal functions and matrix factorizations bessel legendre and chebyshev polynomials optimization methodseach chapter contains
numerous practical applications supplemented with detailed instructionsfor using matlab and or microsoft excel to obtain quick
solutions

Numerical Analysis Using MATLAB and Excel 2007

this text is written primarily for students readers who have a good background of high school algebra geometry trigonometry and the
fundamentals of differential and integral calculus

Data Analytics in Spectroscopy 2024-02-06

this textbook summarizes various studies and significant materials on data analytics in spectroscopy its rigorous mathematical basis
in depth description and numerous examples of applications in chemistry and physics make this book valuable for theorists practitioners
and students specializing in data processing in spectroscopy chemometrics and analytical chemistry the bibliography briefly describes
hundreds of data analytics applications for solving spectroscopic tasks in industrial and research laboratories this book differs from
existing brief reviews and articles on this topic in that it forms for the first time the big picture of all kinds of data analytics methods
in spectroscopy the book also provides quickly reproducible computer calculations to illustrate its significant theoretical
statements as such it can also serve as a practical guide to lecturers in data analytics in the broad field of spectroscopy including
chemometrics and analytical chemistry

Numerical and Analytical Methods with MATLAB 2009-08-11

numerical and analytical methods with matlab presents extensive coverage of the matlab programming language for engineers it
demonstrates how the built in functions of matlab can be used to solve systems of linear equations odes roots of transcendental
equations statistical problems optimization problems control systems problems and stress analysis problems these built in functions
are essentially black boxes to students by combining matlab with basic numerical and analytical techniques the mystery of what these
black boxes might contain is somewhat alleviated this classroom tested text first reviews the essentials involved in writing computer
programs as well as fundamental aspects of matlab it next explains how matrices can solve problems of linear equations how to
obtain the roots of algebraic and transcendental equations how to evaluate integrals and how to solve various odes after exploring
the features of simulink the book discusses curve fitting optimization problems and pde problems such as the vibrating string unsteady
heat conduction and sound waves the focus then shifts to the solution of engineering problems via iteration procedures differential
equations via laplace transforms and stress analysis problems via the finite element method the final chapter examines control systems
theory including the design of single input single output siso systems two courses in one textbook the first six chapters are appropriate
for a lower level course at the sophomore level the remaining chapters are ideal for a course at the senior undergraduate or first year
graduate level most of the chapters contain projects that require students to write a computer program in matlab that produces
tables graphs or both many sample matlab programs scripts in the text provide guidance on completing these projects

Environmental Data Analysis with MatLab 2009-10-13

environmental data analysis with matlab is a reference work designed to teach students and researchers the basics of data analysis in
the environmental sciences using matlab and more specifically how to analyze data sets in carefully chosen realistic scenarios
although written in a self contained way the text is supplemented with data sets and matlab scripts that can be used as a data
analysis tutorial available at the author s website ldeo columbia edu users menke edawm index htm this book is organized into 12
chapters after introducing the reader to the basics of data analysis with matlab the discussion turns to the power of linear models
quantifying preconceptions detecting periodicities patterns suggested by data detecting correlations among the data filling in missing
data and determining whether your results are significant homework problems help users follow up upon case studies this text will
appeal to environmental scientists specialists researchers analysts and undergraduate and graduate students in environmental
engineering environmental biology and earth science courses who are working to analyze data and communicate results well written and
outlines a clear learning path for researchers and students uses real world environmental examples and case studies matlab software
for application in a readily available software environment homework problems help user follow up upon case studies with homework
that expands them

Mastering Tableau 2019.1 2019-02-28

build design and improve advanced business intelligence solutions using tableau s latest features including tableau prep tableau hyper
and tableau server key featuresmaster new features in tableau 2019 1 to solve real world analytics challengesperform geo spatial
analytics time series analysis and self service analytics using real life examplesbuild and publish dashboards and explore storytelling
using python and matlab integration supportbook description tableau is one of the leading business intelligence bi tools used to solve bi
and analytics challenges with this book you will master tableau s features and offerings in various paradigms of the bi domain this
book is also the second edition of the popular mastering tableau series with new features examples and updated code the book covers
essential tableau concepts and its advanced functionalities using tableau hyper and tableau prep you ll be able to handle and prepare
data easily you ll gear up to perform complex joins spatial joins union and data blending tasks using practical examples following this
you ll learn how to perform data densification to make displaying granular data easier next you ll explore expert level examples to
help you with advanced calculations mapping and visual design using various tableau extensions with the help of examples you ll also
learn about improving dashboard performance connecting tableau server and understanding data visualizations in the final chapters you
ll cover advanced use cases such as self service analytics time series analytics and geo spatial analytics and learn to connect
tableau to r python and matlab by the end of this book you ll have mastered the advanced offerings of tableau and be able to tackle
common and not so common challenges faced in the bi domain what you will learnget up to speed with various tableau
componentsmaster data preparation techniques using tableau prepdiscover how to use tableau to create a powerpoint like
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presentationunderstand different tableau visualization techniques and dashboard designsinteract with the tableau server to
understand its architecture and functionalitiesstudy advanced visualizations and dashboard creation techniquesbrush up on powerful
self service analytics time series analytics and geo spatial analyticswho this book is for this book is designed for business analysts bi
professionals and data analysts who want to master tableau to solve a range of data science and business intelligence problems the
book is ideal if you have a good understanding of tableau and want to take your skills to the next level

MATLAB Tools for Control System Analysis and Design 1994

this book software package provides students with ready to use m files for the analysis and design of linear control systems
introductory material on the theory of feedback control is integrated with programs so that students can obtain an on hand review
the text provdies software functions throughout that are user interactive and menu driven so that students do not need to know much
about matlab or how to program it solutions to problems can be found using the csad toolbox eliminating the need for a solutions
manual

Circuit Analysis I 2009

this text is an introduction to the basic principles of electrical engineering and covers dc and ac circuit analysis and transients it is
intended for all engineering majors and presumes knowledge of first year differential and integral calculus and physics the last two
chapters include step by step procedures for the solutions of simple differential equations used in the derivation of the natural and
forces responses appendices a b and c are introductions to matlab simulink and simpowersystems respectively appendix d is a review of
complex numbers and appendix e is an introduction to matrices and determinants

MATLAB for Psychologists 2012-03-24

the matrix laboratory interactive computing environment matlab has brought creativity to research in diverse disciplines particularly
in designing and programming experiments more commonly used in mathematics and the sciences it also lends itself to a variety of
applications across the field of psychology for the novice looking to use it in experimental psychology research though becoming
familiar with matlab can be a daunting task matlab for psychologists expertly guides readers through the component steps skills and
operations of the software with plentiful graphics and examples to match the reader s comfort level using an extended illustration this
concise volume explains the program s usefulness at any point in an experiment without the limits imposed by other types of software
and the authors demonstrate the responsiveness of matlab to the individual s research needs whether the task is programming experiments
creating sensory stimuli running simulations or calculating statistics for data analysis key features of the coverage thinking in a
matrix way handling and plotting data guidelines for improved programming sound and imaging statistical analysis and signal detection
theory indexes the graphical user interface the psychophysics toolbox matlab for psychologists serves a wide audience of advanced
undergraduate and graduate level psychology students professors and researchers as well as lab technicians involved in programming
psychology experiments

Circuit Analysis II 2003

designed for use in a second course in circuit analysis this text engages a full spectrum of circuit analysis related subjects ranging from
the most abstract to the most practical featured are methods of expressing signals in terms of the elementary functions an
introduction to second order circuits and several examples of analysing electric circuits using laplace transformation methods though
not written explicitly to be used with matlab this text provides many useful tips and strategies for matlab allowing students to get
the most out of the popular program all of the information provided is designed to be covered in one semester or two quarters

Hedge Fund Modelling and Analysis using MATLAB 2014-03-27

the second book in darbyshire and hampton s hedge fund modelling and analysis series hedge fund modelling and analysis using matlab takes
advantage of the huge library of built in functions and suite of financial and analytic packages available to matlab this allows for a
more detailed analysis of some of the more computationally intensive and advanced topics such as hedge fund classification performance
measurement and mean variance optimisation darbyshire and hampton s first book in the series hedge fund modelling and analysis using
excel and vba is seen as a valuable supplementary text to this book starting with an overview of the hedge fund industry the book then
looks at a variety of commercially available hedge fund data sources after covering key statistical techniques and methods the book
discusses mean variance optimisation hedge fund classification and performance with an emphasis on risk adjusted return metrics finally
common hedge fund market risk management techniques such as traditional value at risk methods modified extensions and expected
shortfall are covered the book s dedicated website darbyshirehampton com provides free downloads of all the data and matlab source
code as well as other useful resources hedge fund modelling and analysis using matlab serves as a definitive introductory guide to hedge
fund modelling and analysis and will provide investors industry practitioners and students alike with a useful range of tools and
techniques for analysing and estimating alpha and beta sources of return performing manager ranking and market risk management

Fuzzy Techniques for Decision Making 2018 2020-12-02

zadeh s fuzzy set theory incorporates the impreciseness of data and evaluations by imputting the degrees by which each object belongs to
a set its success fostered theories that codify the subjectivity uncertainty imprecision or roughness of the evaluations their rationale
is to produce new flexible methodologies in order to model a variety of concrete decision problems more realistically this special issue
garners contributions addressing novel tools techniques and methodologies for decision making inclusive of both individual and group
single or multi criteria decision making in the context of these theories it contains 38 research articles that contribute to a variety of
setups that combine fuzziness hesitancy roughness covering sets and linguistic approaches their ranges vary from fundamental or
technical to applied approaches
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Computational Partial Differential Equations Using MATLAB® 2019-09-26

in this popular text for an numerical analysis course the authors introduce several major methods of solving various partial
differential equations pdes including elliptic parabolic and hyperbolic equations it covers traditional techniques including the classic
finite difference method finite element method and state of the art numercial methods the text uniquely emphasizes both theoretical
numerical analysis and practical implementation of the algorithms in matlab this new edition includes a new chapter finite value method
the presentation has been tightened new exercises and applications are included and the text refers now to the latest release of matlab
key selling points a successful textbook for an undergraduate text on numerical analysis or methods taught in mathematics and
computer engineering this course is taught in every university throughout the world with an engineering department or school
competitive advantage broader numerical methods including finite difference finite element meshless method and finite volume method
provides the matlab source code for most popular pdes with detailed explanation about the implementation and theoretical analysis no
other existing textbook in the market offers a good combination of theoretical depth and practical source codes

Practical Biomedical Signal Analysis Using MATLAB® 2011-09-12

practical biomedical signal analysis using matlab presents a coherent treatment of various signal processing methods and applications
the book not only covers the current techniques of biomedical signal processing but it also offers guidance on which methods are
appropriate for a given task and different types of data the first several chapters of the text describe signal analysis techniques
including the newest and most advanced methods in an easy and accessible way matlab routines are listed when available and freely
available software is discussed where appropriate the final chapter explores the application of the methods to a broad range of
biomedical signals highlighting problems encountered in practice a unified overview of the field this book explains how to properly use
signal processing techniques for biomedical applications and avoid misinterpretations and pitfalls it helps readers to choose the
appropriate method as well as design their own methods

Computational Business Analytics 2013-12-14

learn how to properly use the latest analytics approaches in your organizationcomputational business analytics presents tools and
techniques for descriptive predictive and prescriptive analytics applicable across multiple domains through many examples and
challenging case studies from a variety of fields practitioners easily see the connections

Python Data Analysis 2014-10-28

this book is for programmers scientists and engineers who have knowledge of the python language and know the basics of data science it
is for those who wish to learn different data analysis methods using python and its libraries this book contains all the basic ingredients
you need to become an expert data analyst

The Finite Element Method Using MATLAB 2018-10-03

expanded to include a broader range of problems than the bestselling first edition finite element method using matlab second edition
presents finite element approximation concepts formulation and programming in a format that effectively streamlines the learning process
it is written from a general engineering and mathematical perspective rather than that of a solid structural mechanics basis what s new
in the second edition each chapter in the second edition now includes an overview that outlines the contents and purpose of each chapter
the authors have also added a new chapter of special topics in applications including cracks semi infinite and infinite domains buckling and
thermal stress they discuss three different linearization techniques to solve nonlinear differential equations also included are new
sections on shell formulations and matlab programs these enhancements increase the book s already significant value both as a self
study text and a reference for practicing engineers and scientists

MATLAB® Recipes for Earth Sciences 2015-02-17

matlab is used for a wide range of applications in geosciences such as image processing in remote sensing the generation and processing of
digital elevation models and the analysis of time series this book introduces methods of data analysis in geosciences using matlab such
as basic statistics for univariate bivariate and multivariate datasets time series analysis signal processing the analysis of spatial and
directional data and image analysis the revised and updated fourth edition includes sixteen new sections and most chapters have greatly
been expanded so that they now include a step by step discussion of all methods before demonstrating the methods with matlab
functions new sections include array manipulation control flow creating graphical user interfaces hypothesis testing kolmogorov
smirnov test mann whitney test ansari bradley test detecting abrupt transitions in time series exporting 3d graphics to create
interactive documents importing processing and exporting landsat images importing and georeferencing terra aster images processing and
exporting eo 1 hyperion images image enhancement correction and rectification shape based object detection in images discriminant analysis
and multiple linear regression the text includes numerous examples demonstrating how matlab can be used on data sets from earth
sciences the book s supplementary electronic material available online through springer link includes recipes that include all the matlab
commands featured in the book and the example data

Radar Systems Analysis and Design Using MATLAB 2015-09-15

developed from the author s graduate level courses the first edition of this book filled the need for a comprehensive self contained and
hands on treatment of radar systems analysis and design it quickly became a bestseller and was widely adopted by many professors the
second edition built on this successful format by rearranging and updating topics and code reorganized expanded and updated radar
systems analysis and design using matlab third edition continues to help graduate students and engineers understand the many issues
involved in radar systems design and analysis each chapter includes the mathematical and analytical coverage necessary for obtaining a
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solid understanding of radar theory additionally matlab functions programs in each chapter further enhance comprehension of the
theory and provide a source for establishing radar system design requirements incorporating feedback from professors and practicing
engineers the third edition of this bestselling text reflects the state of the art in the field and restructures the material to be more
convenient for course use it includes several new topics and many new end of chapter problems this edition also takes advantage of the
new features in the latest version of matlab updated matlab code is available for download on the book s crc press web page

Exploratory Data Analysis with MATLAB 2004-11-29

exploratory data analysis eda was conceived at a time when computers were not widely used and thus computational ability was
rather limited as computational sophistication has increased eda has become an even more powerful process for visualizing and
summarizing data before making model assumptions to generate hypotheses encompassing larger and more complex data sets there are
many resources for those interested in the theory of eda but this is the first book to use matlab to illustrate the computational
aspects of this discipline exploratory data analysis with matlab presents the methods of eda from a computational perspective the
authors extensively use matlab code and algorithm descriptions to provide state of the art techniques for finding patterns and
structure in data addressing theory they also incorporate many annotated references to direct readers to the more theoretical aspects
of the methods the book presents an approach using the basic functions from matlab and the matlab statistics toolbox in order to be
more accessible and enduring it also contains pseudo code to enable users of other software packages to implement the algorithms this
text places the tools needed to implement eda theory at the fingertips of researchers applied mathematicians computer scientists
engineers and statisticians by using a practical computational approach

Basics of MATLAB and Beyond 2019-05-07

matlab the tremendously popular computation numerical analysis signal processing data analysis and graphical software package
allows virtually every scientist and engineer to make better and faster progress as matlab s world wide sales approach a half million
with an estimated four million users it becomes a near necessity that professionals a

SIX BOOKS IN ONE: Classification, Prediction, and Sentiment Analysis Using Machine
Learning and Deep Learning with Python GUI 2022-04-11

book 1 bank loan status classification and prediction using machine learning with python gui the dataset used in this project consists of
more than 100 000 customers mentioning their loan status current loan amount monthly debt etc there are 19 features in the dataset
the dataset attributes are as follows loan id customer id loan status current loan amount term credit score annual income years in
current job home ownership purpose monthly debt years of credit history months since last delinquent number of open accounts number
of credit problems current credit balance maximum open credit bankruptcies and tax liens the models used in this project are k nearest
neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting
and xgb classifier three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop a
gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve decision
boundaries performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy book 2 opinion mining and prediction
using machine learning and deep learning with python gui opinion mining sometimes known as sentiment analysis or emotion ai refers to the
use of natural language processing text analysis computational linguistics and biometrics to systematically identify extract
quantify and study affective states and subjective information this dataset was created for the paper from group to individual labels
using deep features kotzias et al kdd 2015 it contains sentences labelled with a positive or negative sentiment score is either 1 for
positive or 0 for negative the sentences come from three different websites fields imdb com amazon com and yelp com for each website
there exist 500 positive and 500 negative sentences those were selected randomly for larger datasets of reviews amazon contains
reviews and scores for products sold on amazon com in the cell phones and accessories category and is part of the dataset collected
by mcauley and leskovec scores are on an integer scale from 1 to 5 reviews considered with a score of 4 and 5 to be positive and scores
of 1 and 2 to be negative the data is randomly partitioned into two halves of 50 one for training and one for testing with 35 000
documents in each set imdb refers to the imdb movie review sentiment dataset originally introduced by maas et al as a benchmark for
sentiment analysis this dataset contains a total of 100 000 movie reviews posted on imdb com there are 50 000 unlabeled reviews and
the remaining 50 000 are divided into a set of 25 000 reviews for training and 25 000 reviews for testing each of the labeled reviews
has a binary sentiment label either positive or negative yelp refers to the dataset from the yelp dataset challenge from which we
extracted the restaurant reviews scores are on an integer scale from 1 to 5 reviews considered with scores 4 and 5 to be positive and
1 and 2 to be negative the data is randomly generated a 50 50 training and testing split which led to approximately 300 000
documents for each set sentences for each of the datasets above labels are extracted and manually 1000 sentences are manually
labeled from the test set with 50 positive sentiment and 50 negative sentiment these sentences are only used to evaluate our instance
level classifier for each dataset3 they are not used for model training to maintain consistency with our overall goal of learning at a
group level and predicting at the instance level the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic
regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier three feature scaling used
in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation
score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve decision boundaries performance of the model scalability of
the model training loss and training accuracy book 3 emotion prediction from text using machine learning and deep learning with python
gui in the dataset used in this project there are two columns text and emotion quite self explanatory the emotion column has various
categories ranging from happiness to sadness to love and fear you will build and implement machine learning and deep learning models
which can identify what words denote what emotion the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes
logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier three feature
scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross
validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve decision boundaries performance of the model
scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy book 4 hate speech detection and sentiment analysis using machine learning
and deep learning with python gui the objective of this task is to detect hate speech in tweets for the sake of simplicity a tweet contains
hate speech if it has a racist or sexist sentiment associated with it so the task is to classify racist or sexist tweets from other
tweets formally given a training sample of tweets and labels where label 1 denotes the tweet is racist sexist and label 0 denotes the
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tweet is not racist sexist the objective is to predict the labels on the test dataset the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor
random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting xgb
classifier lstm and cnn three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop
a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve decision
boundaries performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy book 5 travel review rating
classification and prediction using machine learning with python gui the dataset used in this project has been sourced from the machine
learning repository of university of california irvine uc irvine travel review ratings data set this dataset is populated by capturing
user ratings from google reviews reviews on attractions from 24 categories across europe are considered google user rating ranges
from 1 to 5 and average user rating per category is calculated the attributes in the dataset are as follows attribute 1 unique user id
attribute 2 average ratings on churches attribute 3 average ratings on resorts attribute 4 average ratings on beaches attribute 5
average ratings on parks attribute 6 average ratings on theatres attribute 7 average ratings on museums attribute 8 average ratings
on malls attribute 9 average ratings on zoo attribute 10 average ratings on restaurants attribute 11 average ratings on pubs bars
attribute 12 average ratings on local services attribute 13 average ratings on burger pizza shops attribute 14 average ratings on
hotels other lodgings attribute 15 average ratings on juice bars attribute 16 average ratings on art galleries attribute 17 average
ratings on dance clubs attribute 18 average ratings on swimming pools attribute 19 average ratings on gyms attribute 20 average
ratings on bakeries attribute 21 average ratings on beauty spas attribute 22 average ratings on cafes attribute 23 average ratings
on view points attribute 24 average ratings on monuments and attribute 25 average ratings on gardens the models used in this project
are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier
gradient boosting xgb classifier and mlp classifier three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard
scaler finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix
learning curve decision boundaries performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy book 6 online
retail clustering and prediction using machine learning with python gui the dataset used in this project is a transnational dataset which
contains all the transactions occurring between 01 12 2010 and 09 12 2011 for a uk based and registered non store online retail the
company mainly sells unique all occasion gifts many customers of the company are wholesalers you will be using the online retail
transnational dataset to build a rfm clustering and choose the best set of customers which the company should target in this project
you will perform cohort analysis and rfm analysis you will also perform clustering using k means to get 5 clusters the machine
learning models used in this project to predict clusters as target variable are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic
regression decision tree support vector machine lgbm gradient boosting xgb and mlp finally you will plot boundary decision distribution
of features feature importance cross validation score and predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve
performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy

5 FIVE DATA SCIENCE PROJECTS FOR ANALYSIS, CLASSIFICATION, PREDICTION, AND
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS WITH PYTHON GUI 2022-04-29

project 1 supermarket sales analysis and prediction using machine learning with python gui the dataset used in this project consists of
the growth of supermarkets with high market competitions in most populated cities the dataset is one of the historical sales of
supermarket company which has recorded in 3 different branches for 3 months data predictive data analytics methods are easy to apply
with this dataset attribute information in the dataset are as follows invoice id computer generated sales slip invoice identification
number branch branch of supercenter 3 branches are available identified by a b and c city location of supercenters customer type type of
customers recorded by members for customers using member card and normal for without member card gender gender type of customer
product line general item categorization groups electronic accessories fashion accessories food and beverages health and beauty home
and lifestyle sports and travel unit price price of each product in quantity number of products purchased by customer tax 5 tax fee for
customer buying total total price including tax date date of purchase record available from january 2019 to march 2019 time
purchase time 10am to 9pm payment payment used by customer for purchase 3 methods are available cash credit card and ewallet cogs
cost of goods sold gross margin percentage gross margin percentage gross income gross income and rating customer stratification
rating on their overall shopping experience on a scale of 1 to 10 in this project you will perform predicting rating using machine learning
the machine learning models used in this project to predict clusters as target variable are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes
logistic regression decision tree support vector machine lgbm gradient boosting xgb and mlp finally you will plot boundary decision
distribution of features feature importance cross validation score and predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning
curve performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy project 2 detecting cyberbullying tweets
using machine learning and deep learning with python gui as social media usage becomes increasingly prevalent in every age group a vast
majority of citizens rely on this essential medium for day to day communication social media s ubiquity means that cyberbullying can
effectively impact anyone at any time or anywhere and the relative anonymity of the internet makes such personal attacks more difficult
to stop than traditional bullying on april 15th 2020 unicef issued a warning in response to the increased risk of cyberbullying during
the covid 19 pandemic due to widespread school closures increased screen time and decreased face to face social interaction the
statistics of cyberbullying are outright alarming 36 5 of middle and high school students have felt cyberbullied and 87 have observed
cyberbullying with effects ranging from decreased academic performance to depression to suicidal thoughts in light of all of this this
dataset contains more than 47000 tweets labelled according to the class of cyberbullying age ethnicity gender religion other type of
cyberbullying and not cyberbullying the data has been balanced in order to contain 8000 of each class the models used in this project
are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier
gradient boosting xgb classifier lstm and cnn three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler
finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix
learning curve decision boundaries performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy project 3 higher
education student academic performance analysis and prediction using machine learning with python gui the dataset used in this project
was collected from the faculty of engineering and faculty of educational sciences students in 2019 the purpose is to predict students
end of term performances using ml techniques attribute information in the dataset are as follows student id student age 1 18 21 2 22
25 3 above 26 sex 1 female 2 male graduated high school type 1 private 2 state 3 other scholarship type 1 none 2 25 3 50 4 75 5
full additional work 1 yes 2 no regular artistic or sports activity 1 yes 2 no do you have a partner 1 yes 2 no total salary if
available 1 usd 135 200 2 usd 201 270 3 usd 271 340 4 usd 341 410 5 above 410 transportation to the university 1 bus 2
private car taxi 3 bicycle 4 other accommodation type in cyprus 1 rental 2 dormitory 3 with family 4 other mother s education 1
primary school 2 secondary school 3 high school 4 university 5 msc 6 ph d father s education 1 primary school 2 secondary school 3
high school 4 university 5 msc 6 ph d number of sisters brothers if available 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 or above parental status 1 married 2
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divorced 3 died one of them or both mother s occupation 1 retired 2 housewife 3 government officer 4 private sector employee 5 self
employment 6 other father s occupation 1 retired 2 government officer 3 private sector employee 4 self employment 5 other weekly
study hours 1 none 2 5 hours 3 6 10 hours 4 11 20 hours 5 more than 20 hours reading frequency non scientific books journals 1 none
2 sometimes 3 often reading frequency scientific books journals 1 none 2 sometimes 3 often attendance to the seminars conferences
related to the department 1 yes 2 no impact of your projects activities on your success 1 positive 2 negative 3 neutral attendance to
classes 1 always 2 sometimes 3 never preparation to midterm exams 1 1 alone 2 with friends 3 not applicable preparation to midterm
exams 2 1 closest date to the exam 2 regularly during the semester 3 never taking notes in classes 1 never 2 sometimes 3 always
listening in classes 1 never 2 sometimes 3 always discussion improves my interest and success in the course 1 never 2 sometimes 3
always flip classroom 1 not useful 2 useful 3 not applicable cumulative grade point average in the last semester 4 00 1 2 00 2 2 00
2 49 3 2 50 2 99 4 3 00 3 49 5 above 3 49 expected cumulative grade point average in the graduation 4 00 1 2 00 2 2 00 2 49 3 2
50 2 99 4 3 00 3 49 5 above 3 49 course id and output grade 0 fail 1 dd 2 dc 3 cc 4 cb 5 bb 6 ba 7 aa the models used in this project
are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier
gradient boosting and xgb classifier three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally
you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning
curve decision boundaries performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy project 4 company
bankruptcy analysis and prediction using machine learning with python gui the dataset was collected from the taiwan economic journal
for the years 1999 to 2009 company bankruptcy was defined based on the business regulations of the taiwan stock exchange attribute
information in the dataset are as follows y bankrupt class label x1 roa c before interest and depreciation before interest return on
total assets c x2 roa a before interest and after tax return on total assets a x3 roa b before interest and depreciation after tax
return on total assets b x4 operating gross margin gross profit net sales x5 realized sales gross margin realized gross profit net sales
x6 operating profit rate operating income net sales x7 pre tax net interest rate pre tax income net sales x8 after tax net interest rate
net income net sales x9 non industry income and expenditure revenue net non operating income ratio x10 continuous interest rate after
tax net income exclude disposal gain or loss net sales x11 operating expense rate operating expenses net sales x12 research and
development expense rate research and development expenses net sales x13 cash flow rate cash flow from operating current liabilities
x14 interest bearing debt interest rate interest bearing debt equity x15 tax rate a effective tax rate x16 net value per share b book
value per share b x17 net value per share a book value per share a x18 net value per share c book value per share c x19 persistent eps
in the last four seasons eps net income x20 cash flow per share x21 revenue per share yuan sales per share x22 operating profit per
share yuan operating income per share x23 per share net profit before tax yuan pretax income per share x24 realized sales gross profit
growth rate x25 operating profit growth rate operating income growth x26 after tax net profit growth rate net income growth x27
regular net profit growth rate continuing operating income after tax growth x28 continuous net profit growth rate net income
excluding disposal gain or loss growth x29 total asset growth rate total asset growth x30 net value growth rate total equity
growth x31 total asset return growth rate ratio return on total asset growth x32 cash reinvestment cash reinvestment ratio x33
current ratio x34 quick ratio acid test x35 interest expense ratio interest expenses total revenue x36 total debt total net worth
total liability equity ratio x37 debt ratio liability total assets x38 net worth assets equity total assets x39 long term fund
suitability ratio a long term liability equity fixed assets x40 borrowing dependency cost of interest bearing debt x41 contingent
liabilities net worth contingent liability equity x42 operating profit paid in capital operating income capital x43 net profit before tax
paid in capital pretax income capital x44 inventory and accounts receivable net value inventory accounts receivables equity x45
total asset turnover x46 accounts receivable turnover x47 average collection days days receivable outstanding x48 inventory
turnover rate times x49 fixed assets turnover frequency x50 net worth turnover rate times equity turnover x51 revenue per person
sales per employee x52 operating profit per person operation income per employee x53 allocation rate per person fixed assets per
employee x54 working capital to total assets x55 quick assets total assets x56 current assets total assets x57 cash total
assets x58 quick assets current liability x59 cash current liability x60 current liability to assets x61 operating funds to liability
x62 inventory working capital x63 inventory current liability x64 current liabilities liability x65 working capital equity x66
current liabilities equity x67 long term liability to current assets x68 retained earnings to total assets x69 total income total
expense x70 total expense assets x71 current asset turnover rate current assets to sales x72 quick asset turnover rate quick
assets to sales x73 working capitcal turnover rate working capital to sales x74 cash turnover rate cash to sales x75 cash flow
to sales x76 fixed assets to assets x77 current liability to liability x78 current liability to equity x79 equity to long term
liability x80 cash flow to total assets x81 cash flow to liability x82 cfo to assets x83 cash flow to equity x84 current liability
to current assets x85 liability assets flag 1 if total liability exceeds total assets 0 otherwise x86 net income to total assets x87
total assets to gnp price x88 no credit interval x89 gross profit to sales x90 net income to stockholder s equity x91 liability to
equity x92 degree of financial leverage dfl x93 interest coverage ratio interest expense to ebit x94 net income flag 1 if net income is
negative for the last two years 0 otherwise and x95 equity to liabilitys the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random
forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier
three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to
plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve decision boundaries performance of the
model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy project 5 data science for rain classification and prediction with
python gui this dataset contains about 10 years of daily weather observations from many locations across australia raintomorrow
is the target variable to predict you will determine rain or not in the next day this column is yes if the rain for that day was 1mm or
more observations were drawn from numerous weather stations the daily observations are available from bom gov au climate data the
dataset contains 23 attributes some of them are as follows about some of them are date the date of observation location the common
name of the location of the weather station mintemp the minimum temperature in degrees celsius maxtemp the maximum temperature in
degrees celsius rainfall the amount of rainfall recorded for the day in mm evaporation the so called class a pan evaporation mm in the
24 hours to 9am sunshine the number of hours of bright sunshine in the day windguestdir the direction of the strongest wind gust in the
24 hours to midnight windguestspeed the speed km h of the strongest wind gust in the 24 hours to midnight and winddir9am direction of
the wind at 9am the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support
vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier three feature scaling used in machine learning are raw
minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus
true values confusion matrix learning curve decision boundaries performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and
training accuracy
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THREE PROJECTS: Sentiment Analysis and Prediction Using Machine Learning and Deep
Learning with Python GUI 2022-03-21

project 1 text processing and sentiment analysis using machine learning and deep learning with python gui twitter data used in this
project was scraped from february of 2015 and contributors were asked to first classify positive negative and neutral tweets
followed by categorizing negative reasons such as late flight or rude service this data was originally posted by crowdflower last
february and includes tweets about 6 major us airlines additionally crowdflower had their workers extract the sentiment from the
tweet as well as what the passenger was dissapointed about if the tweet was negative the information of main attributes for this
project are as follows airline sentiment sentiment classification positivie neutral and negative negativereason reason selected for the
negative opinion airline name of 6 us airlines delta united southwest us airways virgin america american and text customer s opinion the
models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine
adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier and lstm three vectorizers used in machine learning are hashing vectorizer
count vectorizer and tfid vectorizer finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus
true values confusion matrix learning curve performance of the model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy
project 2 hotel review sentiment analysis using machine learning and deep learning with python gui the data used in this project is the
data published by anurag sharma about hotel reviews that were given by costumers the data is given in two files a train and test the
train csv is the training data containing unique user id for each entry with the review entered by a costumer and the browser and device
used the target variable is is response a variable that states whether the costumers was happy or not happy while staying in the hotel
this type of variable makes the project to a classification problem the test csv is the testing data contains similar headings as the train
data without the target variable the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression
decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier and lstm three vectorizers used in
machine learning are hashing vectorizer count vectorizer and tfid vectorizer finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross
validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve performance of the model scalability of the model
training loss and training accuracy project 3 student academic performance analysis and prediction using machine learning with python
gui the dataset used in this project consists of student achievement in secondary education of two portuguese schools the data
attributes include student grades demographic social and school related features and it was collected by using school reports and
questionnaires two datasets are provided regarding the performance in two distinct subjects mathematics mat and portuguese language
por in the two datasets were modeled under binary five level classification and regression tasks important note the target attribute g3
has a strong correlation with attributes g2 and g1 this occurs because g3 is the final year grade issued at the 3rd period while g1 and
g2 correspond to the 1st and 2nd period grades it is more difficult to predict g3 without g2 and g1 but such prediction is much more
useful attributes in the dataset are as follows school student s school binary gp gabriel pereira or ms mousinho da silveira sex
student s sex binary f female or m male age student s age numeric from 15 to 22 address student s home address type binary u urban or r
rural famsize family size binary le3 less or equal to 3 or gt3 greater than 3 pstatus parent s cohabitation status binary t living
together or a apart medu mother s education numeric 0 none 1 primary education 4th grade 2 5th to 9th grade 3 secondary education
or 4 higher education fedu father s education numeric 0 none 1 primary education 4th grade 2 5th to 9th grade 3 secondary education
or 4 higher education mjob mother s job nominal teacher health care related civil services e g administrative or police at home or other
fjob father s job nominal teacher health care related civil services e g administrative or police at home or other reason reason to
choose this school nominal close to home school reputation course preference or other guardian student s guardian nominal mother
father or other traveltime home to school travel time numeric 1 15 min 2 15 to 30 min 3 30 min to 1 hour or 4 1 hour studytime
weekly study time numeric 1 2 hours 2 2 to 5 hours 3 5 to 10 hours or 4 10 hours failures number of past class failures numeric n if 1
n 3 else 4 schoolsup extra educational support binary yes or no famsup family educational support binary yes or no paid extra paid
classes within the course subject math or portuguese binary yes or no activities extra curricular activities binary yes or no nursery
attended nursery school binary yes or no higher wants to take higher education binary yes or no internet internet access at home binary
yes or no romantic with a romantic relationship binary yes or no famrel quality of family relationships numeric from 1 very bad to 5
excellent freetime free time after school numeric from 1 very low to 5 very high goout going out with friends numeric from 1 very low
to 5 very high dalc workday alcohol consumption numeric from 1 very low to 5 very high walc weekend alcohol consumption numeric
from 1 very low to 5 very high health current health status numeric from 1 very bad to 5 very good absences number of school
absences numeric from 0 to 93 g1 first period grade numeric from 0 to 20 g2 second period grade numeric from 0 to 20 and g3 final grade
numeric from 0 to 20 output target the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression
decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier three feature scaling used in machine
learning are raw minmax scaler and standard scaler finally you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score
predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve decision boundaries performance of the model scalability of the
model training loss and training accuracy

Applied Numerical Analysis with MATLAB®/Simulink® 2022-12-14

this textbook provides a compact but comprehensive treatment that guides students through applied numerical analysis using matlab
simulink ideal as a hands on source for courses in numerical analysis this text focuses on solving problems using market standard
software corresponding to all key concepts covered in the classroom the author uses his extensive classroom experience to guide
students toward deeper understanding of key concepts while they gain facility with software they will need to master for later studies
and practical use in their engineering careers

Control System Analysis & Design in MATLAB and SIMULINK 2014-06-20

control system analysis design in matlab and simulink is blueprinted to solve undergraduate control system engineering problems in
matlab platform unified view of control system fundamentals is taken into account in the text one key aspect of the text is the
presentation of computing and graphing materials in a simple intuitive way many advances in virtual implementation on control systems
have been seen in the past decade the text elucidates the web of concepts underpinning these advances self working out illustrations and
end of chapter exercises enthuse the reader a checkup on thorough understanding the comprehensive introduction will benefit both
undergraduates and graduates studying control system and engineering also researchers in the field can have the text as reference
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HOTEL REVIEW: SENTIMENT ANALYSIS USING MACHINE LEARNING AND DEEP LEARNING
WITH PYTHON GUI 2022-03-15

the data used in this project is the data published by anurag sharma about hotel reviews that were given by costumers the data is given
in two files a train and test the train csv is the training data containing unique user id for each entry with the review entered by a
costumer and the browser and device used the target variable is is response a variable that states whether the costumers was happy or
not happy while staying in the hotel this type of variable makes the project to a classification problem the test csv is the testing data
contains similar headings as the train data without the target variable the models used in this project are k nearest neighbor random
forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree support vector machine adaboost lgbm classifier gradient boosting and xgb classifier
and lstm three vectorizers used in machine learning are hashing vectorizer count vectorizer and tfid vectorizer finally you will develop a
gui using pyqt5 to plot cross validation score predicted values versus true values confusion matrix learning curve performance of the
model scalability of the model training loss and training accuracy

HATE SPEECH DETECTION AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS USING MACHINE LEARNING AND
DEEP LEARNING WITH PYTHON GUI 2023-08-04

the purpose of this project is to develop a comprehensive hate speech detection and sentiment analysis system using both machine learning
and deep learning techniques the project aims to create a robust and accurate system that can automatically identify hate speech in
text data and perform sentiment analysis to determine the emotions and opinions expressed in the text the project is designed to address
the growing concern over the spread of hate speech and offensive content online by implementing an automated detection system it can
help social media platforms content moderators and online communities to proactively identify and remove harmful content fostering a
safer and more inclusive online environment additionally sentiment analysis plays a crucial role in understanding public opinions
customer feedback and social media trends by accurately predicting sentiment businesses can make data driven decisions improve customer
satisfaction and gain valuable insights into consumer preferences this project focuses on hate speech detection and sentiment analysis
using both machine learning and deep learning techniques it begins with exploring the dataset analyzing feature distributions and
predicting sentiment using machine learning models like logistic regression support vector machines k nearest neighbors decision trees
random forests gradient boosting extreme gradient boosting light gradient boosting and adaboost while optimizing their performance
through grid search for hyperparameter tuning subsequently deep learning lstm and 1d cnn models are implemented for sentiment analysis
to capture long term dependencies and local patterns in the text data the project starts with exploring the dataset understanding its
structure and analyzing the distribution of classes for hate speech and sentiment labels this initial step allows us to gain insights into
the dataset and potential challenges after exploring the data the distribution of text features such as word frequency and sentiment
scores is analyzed to identify any patterns or biases that could impact the model s performance the dataset is then divided into training
validation and testing sets to evaluate the models generalization capabilities early stopping techniques are utilized during training to
prevent overfitting and enhance model generalization performance evaluation involves calculating metrics like accuracy precision recall
and f1 score to gauge the models effectiveness confusion matrices and visualizations provide further insights into model predictions and
potential areas for improvement a graphical user interface gui is developed using pyqt to facilitate user interaction with the hate
speech detection and sentiment analysis system before training the deep learning models the text data is tokenized and padded for uniform
input sequences the dataset is split into training and validation sets for model evaluation and early stopping is used to prevent
overfitting during training the final system combines predictions from both machine learning and deep learning models to provide robust
sentiment analysis results the pyqt gui allows users to input text and receive real time sentiment analysis predictions the lstm and 1d
cnn models along with their optimized hyperparameters are saved and deployed for future sentiment analysis tasks users can interact
with the gui analyze sentiment in different texts and provide feedback for continuous improvement of the hate speech detection and
sentiment analysis system

Analysing Student Feedback in Higher Education 2021-12-29

analysing student feedback in higher education provides an in depth analysis of mining student feedback that goes beyond numerical
measures of student satisfaction or engagement by including authentic student voices for understanding the student experience this book
will inform strategies for quality improvement in higher education globally with contributions representing an international community
of academics educational developers institutional data analysts and student researchers this book reflects on the role of computer
aided text analysis in gaining insight of student views the chapters explore the applications of text mining in different forms these include
varied institutional contexts using a range of instruments and pursuing different institutional aims and objectives contributors provide
insights enabled by computer aided analysis in distilling the student voice and turning large volumes of data into useful information and
knowledge to inform actions practical tips and core principles are explored to assist academic institutions when embarking on analysing
qualitative student feedback written for a wide audience analysing student feedback in higher education provides those making informed
decisions about how to approach analyses of large volumes of student narratives with the benefit of learning from the experiences of
those who already started treading this path it enables academic developers institutional researchers academics and administrators to
see how bringing text mining to their institutions can help them in better understanding and using the student voice to improve practice

Linear Feedback Control 2007-01-01

this book discusses analysis and design techniques for linear feedback control systems using matlab software by reducing the
mathematics increasing matlab working examples and inserting short scripts and plots within the text the authors have created a
resource suitable for almost any type of user the book begins with a summary of the properties of linear systems and addresses modeling
and model reduction issues in the subsequent chapters on analysis the authors introduce time domain complex plane and frequency domain
techniques their coverage of design includes discussions on model based controller designs pid controllers and robust control designs a
unique aspect of the book is its inclusion of a chapter on fractional order controllers which are useful in control engineering practice
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Natural Language Processing for Global and Local Business 2020-07-31

the concept of natural language processing has become one of the preferred methods to better understand consumers especially in recent
years when digital technologies and research methods have developed exponentially it has become apparent that when responding to
international consumers through multiple platforms and speaking in the same language in which the consumers express themselves
companies are improving their standings within the public sphere natural language processing for global and local business provides
research exploring the theoretical and practical phenomenon of natural language processing through different languages and platforms
in terms of today s conditions featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as computational linguistics information engineering
and translation technology this book is ideally designed for it specialists academics researchers students and business professionals
seeking current research on improving and understanding the consumer experience

MATLAB Guide, Third Edition 2016-12-27

matlab is an interactive system for numerical computation that is widely used for teaching and research in industry and academia it
provides a modern programming language and problem solving environment with powerful data structures customizable graphics and
easy to use editing and debugging tools this third edition of matlab guide completely revises and updates the best selling second edition
and is more than 30 percent longer the book remains a lively concise introduction to the most popular and important features of matlab
and the symbolic math toolbox key features are a tutorial in chapter 1 that gives a hands on overview of matlab a thorough
treatment of matlab mathematics including the linear algebra and numerical analysis functions and the differential equation solvers and
a web page at siam org books ot150 that provides example program files updates and links to matlab resources the new edition
contains color figures throughout includes pithy discussions of related topics in new asides boxes that augment the text has new
chapters on the parallel computing toolbox object oriented programming graphs and large data sets covers important new matlab data
types such as categorical arrays string arrays tall arrays tables and timetables contains more on matlab workflow including the
live editor and unit tests and fully reflects major updates to the matlab graphics system this book is suitable for both beginners and
more experienced users including students researchers and practitioners

Introduction to MATLAB with Numerical Preliminaries 2005

harness the power of matlab to analyze complex problems with matrices introduction to matlab with numerical preliminaries provides
thorough training for using matlab software with an emphasis on scientific computing readers learn how to apply their knowledge to a
variety of fields including linear algebra probability finance ecology and discrete mathematics the text carefully balances its coverage
among four pedagogical components analytic concepts geometric concepts programs and algorithms and applications detailed problem
sets build the reader s understanding and competence in each of these areas all the tools needed to master and exploit all the powerful
features of matlab are provided exercises for the reader used throughout the text that test readers understanding of key concepts
helping them to move on to more advanced topics and applications complete solutions are given in an appendix illustrative examples
provided throughout the text that demonstrate matlab s ability to analyze an assortment of datasets extensive coverage of matlab s
graphical capabilities enabling readers to express solutions to problems using high quality graphics explanations that are rigorous yet
written in a very accessible user friendly style extensive problem sets provided at the end of each section that enable readers to apply
their knowledge as one of the most popular mathematical software packages used in a wide range of fields including biology physics
engineering business and finance this is essential knowledge for anyone who may need to analyze data moreover the author proves how
easy matlab is to learn including mastering its tremendous graphical capabilities all that is needed is a basic understanding of single
variable calculus this is an excellent text for any course in matlab or scientific computing additionally it serves as a supplementary
text for any mathematics or science course that makes use of matlab
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